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Eurozone sentiment continues to improve
Economic sentiment in the eurozone increased to 99.9 in January, the
third consecutive increase. Service sector businesses were particularly
upbeat, resulting in stubbornly high selling price expectations. The
latter will be taken as hawkish input for the ECB meeting

Service sector
businesses are
particularly upbeat at
the moment

Can we trust sentiment indicators? When consumer confidence was at its lowest last September,
consumption continued to grow. Now that it’s recovering, we see signs of faltering household
consumption. January’s economic sentiment indicator paints a picture of recovery while data
released today show Germany’s economy contracted in the fourth quarter.

While there is some doubt about how well these indicators track economic performance at the
moment, we don’t want to ignore them either. Manufacturing businesses performed slightly
weaker than before, but optimism about production in the months ahead is on the rise.
Importantly, selling price expectations are down sharply as supply chain problems improve and
demand for goods has fallen.

The service sector saw improving economic activity at the start of the year and remains upbeat
about the months ahead. Employment expectations are also rising again, which puts continued
strain on the labour market despite a slowing economy. In turn, selling price expectations also
remain at very elevated levels for services, which could keep core inflation high for longer. For the
ECB, this will be the main concern from the survey as worries about the second-round effects of
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the energy crisis are front and centre of Thursday’s governing council meeting.
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